Imaging of brain activity and behavioral disorders.
Recent advances in brain imaging permit metabolic variables to be measured in psychiatric patients. These include regional cerebral blood flow, oxygen utilization, oxygen extraction and glucose utilization--all measures which reflect CNS energy utilization. The quantitative relationships between these metabolic parameters, neuronal activity, and higher cortical function are poorly understood. In evaluating the results of imaging studies, it is important to establish whether the reported changes correlate with episodic symptomatology or with a chronic disease process. Affective disorders exemplify conditions which are episodic, progress rapidly and respond to medication, making it difficult to identify consistent patterns of metabolic change. Thus unipolar subgroups have been described with both left and right metabolic predominance. On the other hand, imaging studies in dementia have consistently shown decreased glucose utilization, and more particularly poor verbal performance may go with reduced glucose uptake in the left temporal/parietal area. Although neuro-imaging studies are still at an early stage, the additional capacity to measure regional receptor distribution and kinetics using ligands tagged with positron emitters will open up new dimensions in the study of psycho-pathophysiology.